IT’S COME TO THIS...
“Here, despite a gargantuan administrative record,
covering nearly 200,000 pages of studies, reports,
comments, and the like, the Navy selected methods of
evaluating the data that supported its goal of increasing
Growler operations. The Navy did this at the expense of
the public and the environment, turning a blind eye to
data that would not support this intended result. Or, to
borrow the words of noted sports analyst Vin Scully, the
Navy appears to have used certain statistics ‘much like a
drunk uses a lamppost: for support, not illumination.’”
December 11, 2021, Federal Magistrate J. Richard Creatura released
his Report And Recommendation to the court in State of Washington,
et al., v. United States Department of the Navy, et al., Case No. 2:19cv-01059-RAJ-JRC, declaring that the Navy’s 2019 decision authorizing
the expansion of EA-18G “Growler” at Naval Air Station Whidbey
Island (NASWI) violated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).

“Regardless of whether or not you support the Navy’s
mission or its expanding presence in our public lands,
waters, communities, and in the airspace above us, it’s
good to take a rational look at how we came to have an
electronic warfare range for the loudest jets on the
planet over the quietest national park in the Lower 48.”
Read this report:
https://rainshadownorthwest.com/2021/11/01/theloudest-jets-in-the-quietest-park/

Report excessive jet noise:
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-countyreport-site

Jet Noise Report
January – December 2021
Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are reported by residents
of the Salish Sea region, using the San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting
Website. This document provides data broken out by reports generated inside
San Juan County and outside.
With the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019, the region has been
bombarded. The number of noise reports in 2021 exceeds the number
reported in 2020 by 50%.

Comments begin on page 14.
CAMANO: 120 dB on Decibel X Pro. Wheels down. Directly over house. Altitude
less than 100’ over house. Total disrespect for US citizens!!
OAK HARBOR: Driving home and feeling strafed by navy warplanes, so loud in
the car, so close felt need to cover my ears repeatedly because of ow flying
aircraft- while driving north on 20 on Whidbey. Dangerous stuff over people.
FORKS. Second time today of deafening noise as jets circled over Forks town,
over the A road and up the river. Possibly heading to ONP coastline. Why over
Forks? Never wanted them here nor their war games.
ANACORTES: Horrible deep thunder- can feel the floor of my home in
Anacortes vibrating. So deeply disturbing- as if an earthquake was recurringHumans are hard wired to feel uneasy with this shaking. 7pm
LOPEZ: What appeared to be a single EA-18 aircraft flying south to north over
southeast Lopez Island at 700 feet at low speed that generated extremely high
energy percussion noise effects on my home (window and wall vibration). 5
events in 15 min

INSIDE THIS REPORT:
Annual Comparisons
Monthly Comparisons
Report by Location
Reports by Type of Noise
Reports by Day
Noise by Time of Day
Map of Report Locations
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts
Listen to
the jet noise that we
hear in our region:
https://sounddefense
alliance.org/growlervideos-audio/
The Navy dismisses
noise data:
https://www.seattleti
mes.com/opinion/nav
y-should-use-ourdata-on-growlernoise-not-dismiss-it/

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the San
Juan County Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and
comments. Data reports began in 2015.
gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting

In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan County to use
this noise reporting website. We are seeing an increasing number of reports from the
wider region. This report is compiled by Quiet Skies:
https://www.quietskies.info/

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies
QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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Jet Noise Reports - All Locations
2015 - 2021
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting.
Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 2015. In
the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with the result that
the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the simple totals of all noise
reports in the database since 2015 through 2021.
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Comparing Jet Noise Reports by Location
2019, 2020, 2021
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Jet Noise Reports by Month
2019, 2020, 2021
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Jet Noise Reports by Location
Nov - Dec 2021
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Jet Noise Report by Type of Noise
OUTSIDE San Juan County - 2021

Jet Noise Report by Type of Noise
INSIDE San Juan County - 2021
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Note the variation in noise experienced by month and by location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly
underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
August 2021: 120 reports were submitted with no location.
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Jet Noise Reports by Day of the Month
Outside San Juan County
Nov-Dec 2021

Jet Noise Reports by Day of the Month
Inside San Juan County
Nov - Dec 2021
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Note the variation in noise experienced by the days and by location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly
underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports by Day
All Locations: January - December 2021
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Jet Noise Reports by Hour of the Day
Outside San Juan County
Nov - Dec 2021

Jet Noise Reports by Hour of the Day
Inside San Juan County
Nov - Dec 2021
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Note the variation in noise experienced by the days. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of
jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.

Nov-21

Dec-21

For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Sometimes reports do not include a
specific time. For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening noise disturbance, or Not Available.
Note the variation in noise experienced at different times of the day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly
underestimating the impact of jet noise. There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable.
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Jet Noise Reports By Hour of the Day
All Locations: January - December 2021
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This is a “density
map” of jet noise
reports for 2020
only. For the sake
of visual clarity, this
map focuses on a
limited area,
though jet noise
data come from
further afield,
including more of
the Olympic
Peninsula.; see the
“dot map” on the
next page.

Data Set: Full Year: 2020

Map by Sarah Blake 3/26/2021
Original jet noise data from the San Juan County
Open GIS Data Site. Data has been edited for clarity. Sources: Esn HERE Garmin USGS
intermap INCREMENT P NR Can, Esn Japan (MET) Esn China (Hong Kong), Esn Korea,
ESN (Thailand), NGCC © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community
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Referred to as the “dot map”, this picture of the
Aircraft Noise Reporting Map offers a different
view and includes the larger region, for the period
of August 2019-December 2021. People outside of
San Juan County began having access to the
aircraft noise reporting website in Fall 2019.
This map is reduced to fit this page. Thus, the
reproduction of the colored dots, which signify
the locations of noise reports, minimizes the
actual number of reports since the dots overlay
other dots, often hundreds of them.
This map represents 20,067 reports since August,
2019.
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Comments Submitted with November and December 2021 Reports
NOTES:

Dreadful repeated roaring that overwhelms all other sounds, even inside
the house. Horrible, stress inducing noise.

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example,
generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running
inside your home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time
is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage.
Noise over 120 dB can cause immediate harm to your ears.

9:15am. S. Lopez. 11/1 ANOTHER BLASTING RUMBLING VIBRATING ROAR
FROM NASWI. DO SOMETHING! MITIGATE THAT NOISE UNLESS OF COURSE
YOU INTEND TO UNDERTAKE ANOTHER STUPID STUDY. 14 MILES AWAY &
OUR HOME IS RATTLED BY JET ROARING. The Navy tells lies.

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home
address or phone number or e-mail. In this report, those personal
identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives.
reports
dosome
not include
comments.
JetsSome
are flying
low,
exceeding
95 dB inside the home, windows closed 110dB outside the home. It is disrupting work on a time-sensitive work
project I am trying to complete. If I went outside it would damage my
hearing, according to the CDC.

im at home today because i am sick and there sure are a lot of these!
Loud rumbling and house vibration with growler takeoffs at Whidbey NAS. I
don’t report this often because it’s so frequent I would be reporting every
time NAS is active.
2 flying in formation
Shaw Island, Broken Point Road area. Loudness from planes nearly all day.

9am, Nov 1. South Lopez. ANOTHER percussive bomb-like roar from NASWI.

Just began flying around the perimeter of our property-very distracting.
Waiting for them to work closer as the usually tighten their circle to
approach OLF

9:06am, Nov 1. S Lopez. Felt through the whole house, another blast-off
from Whidbey. Rumbling vibrating wall of jet noise.

10:09am. Nov 1. South Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of reports this
morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like right now.

three pass overs, about 5-10 minutes apart

10:18am. Nov 1. South Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of reports this
morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like right now,
AGAIN..
14
10:25am. Nov 1. South Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of
reports this morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like
right now. The SKIES ARE ROARING WITH JET NOISE!!!!

8:58am. Nov 1. S Lopez. Huge blasting roar from NASWI.

9:13am. Nov 1. S Lopez. PROLONGED rumbling roar from Whidbey. Like a
LONG earthquake. Must be launching the whole tomfool fleet at once. The
Growlers are a MENACE to local region. Still rumbling. Feel it in my body.
I keep thinking its an earthquake. Quite unsettling.

10:26am. Nov 1. South Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of reports this
morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like right now,
AGAIN..

4:08pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. ANOTHER ROARING VIBRATING WALL OF NOISE
FROM NASWI.

so many today

4:10pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. ANOTHER INVASIVE RUMBLING ROAR FROM
NASWI.

louder this time

Decatur Island

11:56am. Nov 1. S Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of reports this
morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like right now.
OUTSIDE and the noise is deafening. And it feels as if the trees are vibrating
with the roaring blast.

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

3:16pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. Right now, a penetrating, vibrating wall of
rumbling jet noise is pounding our home. It is a long roll of jet noise &
vibration. Still going on. Murray, Larsen, Cantwell, you support the Navy
and believe its lies. Shame.
2:30pm. Nov 1. Jet noise everywhere. S. Lopez. EVERYWHERE. Inside,
outside, all around. We are engulfed by jets roaring around.
3:03pm. Nov 1, S Lopez Continuing with the rumbling vibrating roars from
NASWI. I think jets just take off (ROAR and VIBRATING WALL OF NOISE) and
then circle over us with more noise. NOISE EVERYWHERE.
3:03pm 11/1. S. Lopez. CANNOT WAIT TO LEAVE THIS NOISY ISLAND. We are
bombarded with noise; this is not unusual. The Navy abuses this region.
Growlers should not be placed here. Loudest jet they have & they place it
here & then lie about the noise.
3:36pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. ANOTHER LOUD rumbling roar and vibration. Feel
it in my body. Feel it in the floor. This is abuse.
3:41pm, Nov 1. S Lopez. ANOTHER roaring blast from NASWI. This has been
going on since before 9am this morning. We are in a WAR ZONE, yet our
legislators refer to themselves as concerned about the environment. Bah!
All talk, no action. Blather.

Low flying growler aircraft
Kids are trying to have a phone call with their out of town grandparents but
can't hear them over the noise...please leave us alone.
5:26pm, Nov 1. S Lopez. Growler screaming directly over us right now,
flying toward northeast. SCREAMING. Invades the house.
Decatur Island
Multiple low flying growler aircraft with gear down
5:29pm. Jets roaring over South Lopez. Nov 1.
6:26pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. The rumbling vibrating roaring from NASWI
continues. RIGHT NOW!
6:29pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. ALL DAY jet noise, and now it is evening with
MORE jet noise. Our home vibrates with the wall of percussive jet roaring.
Horrible deep thunder- can feel the floor of my home in Anacortes vibrating.
So deeply disturbing- as if an earthquake was recurring- Humans are hard
wired to feel uneasy with this shaking. 7pm
Decatur Island
Lopez
6:45pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. MORE JET ROARING FROM NASWI. IT IS SO
UNSETTLING..

Brutal
S Lopez, 4Nov21, Wed: 8:50am, 9:04 am - what will today bring? Another
12 hour day of ROARING jets? Or, do we get to have a peaceful day? The
Navy schedule is useless - we never know when they will turn on the
engines and scream overhead.
S Lopez, 8 Nov21, Mon: 8:59am - 8:20pm Another 12 hours of ROARING,
BLASTING jets ! ! ! One of the worst days ever . . . Does anyone in
government even care that this is causing PTSD, heart problems and more?
WE ARE FORCED TO LIVE IN A WAR ZONE.

Roaring jets, terrible inner sensation, like being shaken from within. This is
NOT healthy for any living creature.
9am north lopez. Loud roar from NASWI
"Constant fly overs of U.S. Navy growlers Westward strafing our
communities hundred percent exemption from anything destroying our
environment.
With Patty Murray Derek Kilmer and Maria Caldwel in office I have
absolutely no hope

Flying pretty much directly overhead-great, not really, when one is bbq
dinner. Love to get this resolved and they find another path to fly!

They just keep coming!

I really hope and pray you guys win the lawsuit. I want these jets out of here

This is the return flight of the one that passed over at 10:26 a.m.

Repeated roaring and vibration creates horrible sensation, deep internal
agitation. The roaring jets cause a truly horrible sensation, deeply
disturbing.

Outbound flight

I’m in my house wearing headphones and the jets are still way too loud for
me, rumbling, shaking, it’s a war zone here, but it’s not. There is no reason
for the jets to be here.

GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS AWAY FROM LOPEZ ISLAND!! YOU ARE
HARMING THE HEARING AND WELL BEING OF THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE
HERE...STOP NOW!!"

Man, that was loud!!!!

Decatur Island

"Very loud and disruptive.

loud enough growler flight to disrupt being able to hear the call I was on

So loud unable to hear TV directly in front of me

Low flying growler aircraft

Extremely loud growler or what sounds like one

Your map is not working. Decatur Island

It's impossible to have a normal or healthy life in Anacortes.

"Intermittent headache generating warplane noise rattling the walls of our
medical clinic in Oak Harbor- all morning, ongoing into the afternoon.

Nothing is more evil than the military.
Good morning!
Them growlers are at it again today!

this is the third plane in an hour! not normal activity.

"LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND AIRSPACE ALONE!!

relentless"
"Driving to work in Oak Harbor- passed over by 3 Growlers in succession, so
loud in my car I felt I should plug my ears, but can't do that and drive.

This is not safe to fly so low over the highway- with these dangerous
aircraft.
2:15pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. he jet roaring continues into the afternoon. The
Navy must be launching everything it has at us. I view it as domestic
terrorism. The Navy has no limits to what it can inflict on us. NOISE.
VIBRATING HOUSE SHAKING NOISE.
2:18pm. Nov 1. S Lopez. The skies are roaring. Constant rolling thunder. Jet
noise everywhere, echoing everywhere. It sounds like war.

Growler came screeching overhead. What is the point???? Why over all
these innocent people? The sound stops everything because you can't do
anything in that noise!
Low flying growler aircraft
Repeated flyovers
VERY LOUD Growlers flying circles around us!

Decatur Island

Was on call for work and had to pause conversation while plane(s)
overhead. It was either multiple aircraft or one circled the area, because the
sound went on for o period of time.

2:25. Nov 1. S Lopez. A horrible day. It feels as if we are being bombed. It
sounds as if the jets are circling over south Lopez, with waves and waves of
endless jet roaring.

I'm assuming it was a military plane going overhead. It was very loud,
enough so, to report it here.

12:39 pm Nov 2. Loud loud jet roaring over Stanwood. Can't see it, but it is
oppressively loud and long and drawn out. Still loud roar as it flies away.
Seems to be northeast. Just like a Growler.
Low flying growler aircraft
Decatur Island
Multiple low flying growler aircraft
Loud and irritating.
Frequent close loud flights. Moving west to east. 30 seconds apart. Over
top of Camano
The sound of the aircraft was so loud that it hurt my ears. I finally covered
them. I was only walking to my car, but I felt under attack.
All morning long and until now there has been an incessant rumble and a
vibration so heavy that I feel like it is penetrating my body organs. I feel for
people who live closer. I bet there entire house is vibration. It is very
unnerving.

First growlers all day yesterday and today, so bad the windows were
shaking. Now jets screaming overhead.
Can’t hear my spouse talking over the jet and he’s sitting right next to me in
my own house
Starting again- horrific screaming aircraft and shaking thunder rattling my
home. After hard day at work- just what one needs to come home to.
Anacortes 5:45 pm- sure as hell hope this does not continue for hours, but...
GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE!! YOU
ENDANGER THE HEALTH AND WELLFARE OF EVERY PERSON ON MY ISLAND.
LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!!
4th pass, much louder and longer than previous three
5th pass
After 9pm in Anacortes and still peace wrecking , sky splitting Warcraft
tearing up the night sky. Egregious violation of our health and prosperity
bu the US navy. AGAIN

My house is shuddering again and I cannot sleep. Anacortes, 9:15 pm.
Horrid violation of our peace

Trying to give a presentation online, and the noise was coming through on
the microphone.

So low the whine of turbines heard.

"Still with the screaming jets. What, are they doing circles up there, or
what?

Vibrating windows
Windows and doors shaking
loudest one yet this morning
i put disrupted activities because sometimes if the planes are loud enough
there is an odd pain in my problematic ear that feels like a pressure issue
and i have to wait for the plane to pass to continue anything
Lopez
Lots of loud rumbling, rattling windows
"Had difficulty caring on phone conversation, inside house.
Also lesser noise at 11:25, louder at 11:27"
Also at 11:20 and 11:23, not quite as loud as 11:24
It’s been really bad for two days. Maybe weather has them flying over Olga
area more. I’ve got welders working on a handrail, OPALCO trenching to
replace cable on my driveway, and company sandblasting cabin next to me.
Growlers drown out that noise!!

Go find something better to do with your time and my money.
Oh good, it just got louder. Jesus."
Another source for jet noise coming from a different direction. Very loud.
Sounds like they are doing exercises right above the islands. Stop this
immediately!!
2nd pass and louder
10:33am. Nov 1. South Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of reports this
morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like right now,
AGAIN.. The Roar is HUGE.
11:04am. Nov 1. South Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of reports this
morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like right now,
AGAIN..and AGAIN.
11:52am. Nov 1. South Lopez. I can tell I will be making a lot of reports this
morning. The jet rumbling has been just about constant, like right now,
AGAIN..
Way off designated flight pattern, incredibly low and loud.

The third day with frequent flights over the San Juan Islands. Loud rumbling,
many times a day. They seem to circle above the islands. Feels like living
next to airport. This has to stop!!!"

"Way off designated flight pattern. Way too low. Way too loud. Not ok!

"Screaming jets overhead, and far lower than they should be.

Two keys 30 seconds apart south Lopez

We hate you, here."

Too,too loud right over home on Mud Bay

Still circling above since my last reports

Continuing all day

Direct flyover by two aircraft.

Very low rumble and vibration just now. In addition heard several loud
planes throughout the day but was unable to report until now.
Home from a hard day's work in the hospital in Mt Vernon- as hectic as it isat least it doesn't sound like a WAR ZONE like my Anacortes home many
nights- Ruinous thundering shaking sounds from Whidbey- horrendous and
antithetical to Peace.
F*** the loud as f*** low flying military aircraft
Horrible deep, rumbling deeply shaking feeling sounds- like an earthquakemakes one anxious, as would an earthquake or avalanche. Anxiety
provoking for a reason- terrible torture even when far off- still shakes my
home and bones. Anacortes late
S lopez, 10/15/2021, Fri: The ROARING begins . . . 8:53am - 9:32am 68.8
decibels . . . The San Juan Islands are collateral damage.
Several other loud Whidbey noises this evening. 6:11pm, 6:13pm and
continuing for a long time, steady blasting noise; 6:18pm distant noise and
several others during the evening. I can't always record the times, the
impact is significant, frequent
Lucky enough to have a day off- unlucky to have it start right up- sounds like
explosions deep thunderous scraping sounds from the south towards
Whidbey. Shaking my home. Anacortes from 8:15 am
they do this three minutes apart now. the military doesn't care who gets
hurt by their actions. they do whatever they want with no appreciable
oversight or mitigation. they lie about the absence of harm. they pretend I
don't exist. Dehumanizing.
Beginning Sep 18 and Nov 3, 2021 we have recorded a total of 479 noise
events occurring at our home on Broadway street in Coupeville. These do
not include CFLP operations at the OLF. These are flyover events of
transiting aircraft. OUTRAGEOUS

Horrid disturbing thunder off and on all morning since 8am- occasionally
shaking my home and violating my bones by shaking as well. It’s mid day
now in Anacortes
Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my work
Low flying growler aircraft
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down.
This is the second time in a couple days. Last time was on Monday a little
earlier in the day. We were gone a couple days so don’t know what
happened then. It seems the flights are getting more frequent.
It seems like every 5 minutes another low flying growler aircraft, some with
gear down
The loudest, or close to the loudest I have heard in 43 years living on Lopez.
Headed in N by NE direction. Please ask pilots to stay above 4000'. Thanks,
Ridiculous, very loud low flying growler aircraft with gear down
If they were doing this in 2001 I don't think I would have graduated high
school.
"Dramatic increase in noise on the south side of Orcas from Whidbey Air
Station over the last month. It has happened repeatedly.
Once again they are using rain as an excuse to torture aggressively. I want
so badly to be able to enjoy rainy days again, rather than be terrified when I
see a grey sky and know the assault is coming.
this makes five rapes in the last ten minutes. I assume more military noise is
heard in anacortes than anywhere in the middle east. i hope all pilots burn
in hell.
Thanks for not flying all night otherwise constant roar
Seems to be right above my house, which is unusual. Patterns changed?

"Solid excruciating noise from the Whidbey Island Naval air Station war jets.
What a evil dark empire we are building for our children future
Too loud right over our home. On Lopez Island.
Damn low and loud
"Two jets
It was my son's third birthday and it seemed like the planes just kept circling
around all day. Please stop harrassing us.
Just have taken 2 passes overhead and the second one measured 87.4 here
inside the house. Yes it has my body clenches
Unsafe to be outdoors w/o ear protection.

Roaring throughout much of the day today. Horrible, stress inducing noise.
The noise is inescapable and penetrates the whole environment. This is
truly horrible noise.
I wasn’t aware that late afternoon was 5pm! Flying off schedule again! This
Monday has been horrible. Flying nonstop for hours
They've been out at the OLF for some 30 minutes now. Nonstop NOISE! The
walls of my home are rattling/vibrating as they approach Coupeville Town,
over and over again.
Constant noise lasting several minutes. Rattling windows. Finally stopped
just now.
Jet blast noise started up again, not as loud as previous
windows rattling again

me again, they have now increased their decibles measured inside our
home at 90.9! This is not sustainable for this couple of seniors-especially
me!

The bombardment of TOXIC noise continues in Coupeville Town from the
OLF. Round and round they go, when they'll stop no one knows. 5:40pm

Noise ran off the eagles in the neighborhood tree

rattling windows again

Monday morning, working from home since that’s life these days, and jets
are scheduled from “mid-morning - late afternoon.” Currently sitting on a
zoom call trying to hear and wondering when the navy will stop terrorizing
the neighborhood.

Flying again- just not overhead -further out on their loop I suppose-76.1
decibles. Ha, this may instigate them to come closer. :-) Thank you for this
way to document their flights and the affect they have on us.

Constant noise during landing practice for hours this morning!

rattling windows

Unsafe to be outdoors.

Roaring jets into the evening. Horrible noise and roaring.

The risk of injury due to acoustic trauma is very great.

low constant sound that lasts

Again, all day long.

Had to cover my ears, my dog scared — just south of Mud bay, Lopez island.

X4

flyover

flyover, loud

Constant rumble. Goes on for hours. Ridiculous.

Disturbing rumble. Unsettling. My dog is upset. It's hard to work, and if this
continues, it will be hard to relax as well.
rattling windows
ive been busy but since about 5:05 many growlers have flown over (5-9?)
one being pretty loud
several other times with jet noise
rattled windows
Roaring on and on and on for hours. The roaring causes a dreadful sense of
unease. The noise is disruptive and painful, irritating, stressful. HORRIBLE.
very loud when turns
Several low and loud flights over south Lopez
Loud and very disruptive!
"Growlers continuously from 2:30 to 3:30– now again at 7:15 PM. Really?
Is this necessary? What is this costing taxpayers AND the environment?????

My office is right next to a school. Horrible for learning- how is this legal?
"Intermittently deafening- really hard to concentrate and certainly enough
to hurt the inner ear, all while trying to heal people in a medical clinic- Oak
Harbor.
What an unpleasant and unhealthy place. "
Super loud. Long time frame flying over top of Camano Island from west to
east.
I wasn’t aware that 3pm was considered mid morning or late evening. Can’t
even get a schedule. Smh
Low flying growler aircraft
Seeking shelter indoors.
headache generating metallic, tinny, echoing roaring from EA18G Growlers
off and on all day at work in Oak Harbor. This is a miserable place. These
aircraft belong far from civilians, and on top of enemies only.

Seriously? Things are shaking and rattling!

This is the 3rd 'flying event' of the day-not directly overhead-mostly-yet the
anticipation of when they will - tension increases throughout their
exercises. Today's top reading are at 80 dcbls. The reverberations go on and
on, vibrating the house

Growler noise actually hurting my ears, inside at work- Oak Harbor, midmorining

"Sorry- want to update the last couple passes that measured inside the
house, at 91.1 dcbs

"Metallic screaming- to serenade me through and past lunch while
attempting to concentrate at work in Oak Harbor.

thank you"

Can not hear . STOP, STOP

This is not what P3 noise was. That was tolerable, and less frequent. This is
an assault- and not conducive to health. "
"my eardrums are hurting, while trying to work and think in Oak Harbor
this kind of aircraft noise does NOT belong on top of people.

Continuous engine noise. Loud thunderous noise.
They have been flying all day
Besides the extremely loud and assaulting noise from the Growler aircraft,
tonight we have one “funny man” aircraft who is leaking disruptive radio
signal.

Good God this is really beyond belief that the Navy can subject the entire
area to this level of noise. Find a place to do this flying where it does not
impact so many or fix the dam jet noise to reasonable levels.
Environmental Outlaws!
too Dam loud
It’s just too loud. As power is applied for their turn they fly 300 just feet
over my home. I’m starting to take this personally.
These planes exceed 100 decibels according to my meter. They directly over
our house. It is difficult to imagine that they cannot accomplish their
mission flying over the sound. But to inflict this painful sound three
separate times in is torture.
was in my home and could not hear the television because the jets were so
loud. The noise lasted a half hour. I am sure another round will be coming.
Growlers just woke up my wife.
I’m inside my house and it’s extremely loud.
"Nothing but solid war jet noise coming from Whidbey Island right now

Almost continuously for the last seven minutes. Sounded like a war zone.
This has been going on all day. Now at dinner time it’s the loudest. Shaking
the house
Roaring at various times throughout the day. Each episode creates a deep
inner feeling of unease, like being internally shaken or rattled. This is
horrible and dreadful and not healthy for any living creature, terrestrial or
marine.
Vibration and rumbling each time a growler takes off from Whidbey NAS
Constant roar of jet noise from the airbase plus direct flights overhead.
Have been non stop all evening.
extremely loud engine run ups
Over flights south end Lopez
So it's just every day now, huh? Nice. Really a nice way to live. Thrilled this
is where my tax dollars are going, I have absolutely no doubt it's totally
worth it.

I’m 18miles from where all this noise is overflowing our community"

HORRIBLE ROARING. The roaring alarms and startles every living creature.
The sensations from the vibration are dreadful and stress inducing. Roaring
from growlers and other military jets is truly dreadful.

Intense acoustic energy emissions make it unsafe to be outdoors!

Another day of jet noise starts...

So off and flying from around the property to over the house. Last night and
again this morning it has registered at a peak of 91.4 inside the house.
Horrible way to utilize my day;feeling that I should duck and cover!

all day every day for months now. it'd be a full time job to stand here and
report every 15 minutes. really terrible. there is no freedom from this
sound.

Growlers touch and go practice. Constant, uninterrupted excessive noise.
Cannot hear my teams work meetings way too loud! I work from home and
this is way too disruptive!
Lots of jet noise today, especially loud around noon and since 2:40PM.
Another loud jet noise at 2:52pm.

"Low overflight cause ear pain over the radio while driving- flying low over
busy highway
dangerous- as always
SR 20 on Whidbey..."

"As it frequently is- hard to think/concentrate at work in Oak Harbor

Searing, terrible roar extremely loud, woke up for the 3rd time tonite

Horrible racket sounds like giant metal vacuum cleaners scraping around
inside my skull.

extremely loud all day, every 15 min or so

Perfect intervention for an enemy- except we are not the enemy.
Treated as such by the navy."
Flyover
Making circles around the national monument and destroying wildlife
LOUD JET IN THE SUNSET
Flyover

Has been going all day long
"Rumble all day long. "
Roaring from growlers has gone on all day. It is hard to even think while the
roaring crescendos and the house shakes. The noise is dreadful and harmful.
The noise overwhelms all other sounds, even indoors, & destroys a healthy
acoustic environment.
"This is utterly ridiculous- the engine noise has been going on ALL day, my
guests are appalled.

"US Navy growlers flying out of Whidbey Island destroying everything
peaceful .Exempt from everything that’s necessary for human life to be
healthy.

Now the engine noise is super loud, the whole house is rattling, and
vibrations are coming up through my chair. "

F*** em

The noise and rattling vibrations are unending and unbearable

After 9pm- Anacortes. Woken from sleep by the sounds of warplanes- like
a giant metallic vacuum cleaner lasting at least 90 sec very loud. Really
woke all the way up- need sleep

another one

Engine noise
Engine noise Ault
Ault engine noise
The whole house has been shaking this morning when the growlers roar.
Noise and disruption from the growlers is harmful and horrible. The noise is
hideous and affects all living creatures, marine and terrestrial.

four quieter pass overs preceded this louder one

Multiole times today and over the last few days. Loud enough to wake up
my dog and make him bark. Not happy with this noise.
Noise and vibrations so very bad today
Excessive noise from Growler takeoffs at NAS
Disrupted indoor conversation. Sounds like rolling thunder and frightens
pet.
All day long and now all night long. There is no peace to be had.

Horrid engine noise all am and now a double flyover

2 growlers flying liw north to south direction. Extremely loud.

Searing extremely loud, woke me up then again every 2 hours or so

"3 jets very low flyover at 5:02pm, noise is continuing still, windows
vibrating. Had to come inside when 3 jets flew south as noise was huge.

Lots of flyovers and jet noise today.
Noise still continues since 5:02pm. Loud rumbling, no breaks.

The Growlers have been making noise throughout the day, upsetting our
household and pets. At times I feel the house shake; it is traumatizing.

"

RIMBLE RUMBLE ALL EVENING ONE AFTER THE OTHER! I can feel it while
vacuuming!!!

Has been happening all day long and cannot have peace

I'm trying to get some work done. The sound is so obnoxious.

Rumbling continues - loud thrusts of noise that shake windows

Wow sooo loud. When will this stop

Blasting noise continues. Our family cannot carry on a conversation inside
our home.

Interrupting my work. Regular disruptions all day today and over the past
few days.

Growlers have been roaring nonstop for hours and hours. The noise and
vibration are dreadful, invasive. It is well documented that noise of this sort
is harmful. It is also well documented that noise affects marine animals, incl
endangered orcas.

Bad enough it's been all day, now it has to go into the night, too? Normal
people have kids to put to bed.

Growlers still going strong without a break. Can’t stand it

The low rumble has been occasional for the entire afternoon and into this
evening. This has caused our pet to interpret the noise as thunder which
has caused her to be in a distressed state for a majority of the day.

constant loud noise
HORRIBLE INCESSANT ROARING

really bothersome. I moved here for peace and quiet.

Direct flyover, low elevation.

Get your damn Growler Jets out of Lopezian airspace!! You have been
roaring back and forth over and over. Everytime you invade our peace and
quiet you leave me with ringing ears and a migraine!! LEAVE LOPEZ

Stuff on the shelves are shaking l

ALONE!!

Engine run ups. House shaking south Lopez

Disruptive noise

Noise from the growlers is terrible today. We tried to ignore the noise by
playing music loudly. The growler noise overwhelms all other sound. The
vibration is also terrible, very anxiety producing. How can this noise be
allowed? It is terrible.

And the noise continues, as it has all afternoon. There is only a small period
of time between low rumbles which are disruptive to people and
pets/wildlife outdoors.

All day again.

Worked hard all day. Tried to relax in the hot tub. Loud Growler noise and
vibration leaving me very anxious.. couldn’t relax. I’m inside now and the
sound seems like it is getting worse. How do people sleep with all this noise.

The whole house is shaking. The noise cause pain to inner ears. It's almost
like a sonic boom, except it goes on and on. Painful overall. Just horrible and
inescapable.

Engine turn ups South Lopez

Awful deep, low shaking thunderous rumblings- ruining the evening- hours
since home from work - now after 8pm. Horrid. Anacortes

Another day of jet noise. All day yesterday well into the evening. Started
earlier today but wasn't at computer to log the noise events.

Constant noise from NAS with growlers sitting on the tarmac reving their
engines. What happened to the hush box Rick Larson promised us?

"And another one, and another one, and another one blasts loud noise
throughout the area

Low loud flight over south Lopez

Should be a peaceful day off work- Thursday mid-day, but it’s Anacortes,
so… NO; peace repeatedly wrecked by navy Warcraft shaking my home.

One of the loudest most disturbing jet noises from Whitney. What was
that? All evening we have had jet noise. Before diner okay it will end soon.
During dinner have to cease conversation. After dinner the loud assaults
continue. But this is awful.
Sound still continues from earlier extreme spud event
Have had jet noise all evening. Just doesn't stop.
Yesterday was a brutal day, roaring and vibration throughout the day and
long into the evening. The roaring has started already this morning. The
roaring is painful, disruptive, causes whole-body stress. This roaring
destroys quality of life here.
Again. All day yesterday, into the night, and again all morning.
I feel like a live at the airport
This heavy noise continued into the evening last night and started up early
this morning. Indoors, it rattles windows and causes ear pressure. Please
take this noise pollution away from the Salish Sea.
Roaring all morning, following yesterday's roaring all day. Roaring is painful,
loud, disruptive; it's hard to even think. Roaring shakes whole house, whole
body. Shame on those who allow this environmental destruction. This
should NOT be allowed.

Camino Island is taking the brunt today.
:(
120 dB on Decibel X Pro. Wheels down. Directly over house. Altitude less
than 100’ over house. Total disrespect for US citizens!!
Rumbles all day and now flyovers….
91 dB on Decibel X Pro. How sad that the Naval Command has no concern
for the health and well being of US citizens
97.3 dB on Decibel X Pro. Destroying the serenity of Puget Sound.
Many instances of jet noise. Was hoping once it was dark the noise would
stop. Not so fortunate.
87.8 dB per Decibel X Pro……inside the house. So much for a nice quiet
dinner. Thanks USN
We've never heard the jets fly so low and close to us previously. Today has
been non-stop since about 4pm it's now 550 and we just had 2 more pass
right over the house. The house was shaking!
So low you can hear their turbined
"98.9 dB recorded on Decibel X Pro, screen shot. Altitude <600’

"More jet noise
Why are the “training” flights so close to houses??"
Very loud even inside house with windows and doors closed
"Really loud flights.
Continues for several minutes"

Low loud south Lopez
Loud rumbling heard through house. Stopping and distracting
homeschooling.
In meetings for business. Had to stop the meeting several times to wait for
the jets to go by. Could not hear conversations. Important meeting planning
for the year 2022 and was employee reviews. They just stop everything.
Jet flew directly over my house very low. Once over my house jets were
pushed very loud. One would think it was on purpose. We are not on a flight
path and they have to go out of their way to be here. This is after I reported
an hour prior.

This acoustic assault is trashing our Friday evening meal, having to seek
shelter.
"Multiple noisy nerve shattering flights
Unbelievable
We've been off island all day to return home to the jets flying around the
house- with the passes getting closer to the perimeter of the house- just
now flew directly overhead. House vibrating with the rumbling of their
prowess. It's 80 dcbls
Many, many tonight Friday. Really???

Rain storms. Wind. Trees down. Power out for days. Covid. Now jets
starting FCLPs at OLF. I just want to enjoy a little peace and quiet and enjoy
the good and beauty the PNW has to offer.

Brutal

Currently Growler landing practice creating "non-stop" rumbling and earshattering noise. This has occurred at intervals all-day long today. Very
disturbing, 82 dB peak levels measured in my yard.

Insanely - woken from deep sleep, recovering from weeks work disrupted
with screaming warplanes after 9:30 pm. Friday, Anacortes

"Menacing, Friday Night Punishing

"What an assult on a relaxed way of life. why not use this instead of water
boarding. oops sorry that would be worse

"Finally, a day without rain or wind.

We are PRISONERS OF THE SOUND OF FREEDOM "

I’m outside on my deck reading Proust, but can’t concentrate due to
Growler noise."

The risk of injury from acoustic trauma is very high, 118 dBC. Walking my
dog when jets suddenly appeared.

11:30 pm SUNDAY evening,,, roaring, deep shaking thunder of Growlers,
Hideous. Anacortes

"Way too loud I was trying to go to the recycling center and they just kept
flying and flying I had to cover my ears several times I’d say is deafly over
120 dB possibly 130 to 140 they

Low loud south Lopez

TGIF except for when growlers perform FCLPs at OLF. It's been a long week.
Time to relax. But not possible when the jets sound like they are ripping the
roof off.
Low and loud, curse you Red Baron!

Many running this morning but this one was REALLY loud, in a zoom
meeting had to wait out its passing. Still loud 2 minutes on (10:35) but not
as bad. I could not hear or talk over the noise for about 30 seconds. Dog is
shaking and by my side.
Stellar Sea Lion Rookery reporting in. This has completely ruined our life can't hear myself think, feed or take care of my family. Seriously - what
would a SSL do? Jets all morning!!!!

Make them stop
Horrible roaring jets. Very stressful and disruptive. Impossible to screen,
even while inside a solidly built house. VERY disturbing noise and vibration,
truly HORRIBLE.
Earthshaking blasts from Whidbey NAS. Growlers are torturing us again
with body penetrating, mind racking vibrations and powerful disruptive
noise. Ongoing now and all morning. The so called "Sound of Freedom" is a
blunt weapon being used on us!
RIGHT OVER HEAD - What are they doing flying over LOPEZ when there are
thousands of miles of seaway? Actually, they shouldn't be there either time for them to leave
Ear shattering multiple flyovers above our home on the south end of Lopez
Island. A continuing struggle to live our lives is peace. Shame on the Navy!
Prisoners of the Sound of Freedom
Loud, and the, REALLY LOUD. Still going 5 minutes on. Disruptive to hearing
or participating in discussion. CANNOT teach a class with this going on, no
way to know when it will happen either. Cannot work.
OMG. Menacing!!!
They are circling around the perimeter of the house- one pilot likes to cut
corners and fly over the house- just registered 87.6 dcbls. Not a conducive
way to do my work inside my own home.

imagine if you are working outside and all of a sudden they fly over. It’s
ridiculous
Multiple flyovers of LOPEZ - Can hardly work. why are we on the flight path!
Seems like they’ve started up again. Loved the quiet.
Add extreme x4
Multiple low flying growler throughout afternoon and evening.
Pretty bad today
Too hazardous to be outdoors.
House shaking
Low loud south Lopez
Very loud, why at this time of the evening????
Horribly LOUD NOISY JET OVERHEAD!
Very very loud and slow fly over, similar to earlier in the afternoon
Nice quiet dark evening prepping dinner when the Growler jet comes
screaming over. They have been flying all day. Each time it disrupted what
these islands are known for--peace and tranquility. What a travesty!
that's ridiculous. are we at war?

"Disrupted ouside conversation

The jets are flying low, reaching 120dB and disrupting work. Even inside,
windows closed, the noise level are intolerable.

Very noisy "

Yet another one!!

Going on all morning. Dog keeps barking.

Why we are the target? Cell service is bad enough, they think they should
practice electromagnetic warfare over Lopez

I was inside my house and all of a sudden they come out of no where, I had
to cover my ears, inside my own house. They are flying way too low. I can’t

All afternoon. We are not a WAR ZONE

Peace wrecking thunderous racket- Anacortes. Peace free zone early
evening. Abuse of civilians routinely happening again.

the dog in from the garden. Sure would be helpful to have a schedule to
plan yard work or classes.

Number 3!!!!

"Starting FCLPs at OLF. First jet over came in so fast and low that it set off a
bunch of car alarms in the neighborhood.

Geez give us a break NAVY JETS!!! One after another.
GET YOUR GOD DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE NOW!! YOU ARE
DAMAGING MY HEARING WITH YOUR GOD DAMN GROWLER JETS!!

I hate these f*@+ing jets!"
West side getting the brunt

It’s like a war zone this evening. Multiple low flying growler aircraft over our
property.

Many very noisy Growler flights for carrier practice. So ends an otherwise
nice day.

Low flying growler aircraft

"More nerve shattering noise from the growlers.

Low flying growler aircraft, ridiculous night

a very short one

Lid jets several times this evening, more loud than usual. Conversations had
to stop.

Vibration all morning

extremely loud and repeat fly-overs by at least 2 growlers.
extremely loud. unable to hear close companion talk. multiple fly-overs.
We’ve been getting hammered over the past two days in Coupeville with
horrible jet noise. It’s starts at 9am and went all day yesterday.. now again
this morning. Unfortunately I don’t see an end to this. We have to endure or
move. So sad.
Long-lasting rumble for 2 min
"Solid jet noise coming out of Naval air Station Whidbey ievery day !we
can’t even hear the wind in this part of the world when it’s blowing 25 kn
what would life be beyond war jets
The number one polluter in this whole region exempt from everything"
Jets have been flying all morning, but they sound further away so much
more manageable. Two loud flyovers at 1:29 pm and 2:29 pm. Both scared

Rumble-on-Rosie
Screaming jets.
LOUD JET BANKING OVERHEAD!!!
Multiple Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE NOW!! WE
NEVER, NEVER, NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR DAMN WAR-GAMES
PRACTICE!! STOP DAMAGING OUR HEARING YOU COMPLETE JERKS!!
GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE!! YOU ARE
DESTROYING OUR HEARING!! We NEVER AGREED to be part of your WARGAMES practice!! Every time you roar overhead you leave me with ringing
ears!! STOP ABUSING LOPEZIANS YOU JERKS!!
Low flying growler aircraft
Needed to cover ears outside
Extremely loud fly over multiple times disrupting activity.

sure would be nice to live like a normal person
Jets have been going all day, making chandelier shake and rattle, even
making road rattle as we walked outside. TOO MUCH NOISE, TOO MANY
FLIGHTS ALL WEEKEND LONG
GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZ ISLAND SKIES!! YOU
BASTARDS DON'T CARE WHO YOU HURT!! YOU ARE DESTROYING MY
HEARING!! Every time you inSTOP AB00pp00 lol 0USING LOPEZIANS YOU
JERKS
Again, rattling chandelier .
Low flying growler aircraft
Again with the chandeliers shaking and rattling
This is a particularly loud and disruptive day
How long tonight ?
i am noticing that the growlers often occur concurrently with other aircraft,
perhaps there are just lots of airplanes
i also notice that they seem to like to fly on low visibility days
Potential for injury from unshielded exposure to acoustic energy is high.

"What was the BEST part of the thanksgiving holiday? HOLIDAY from
Growlers!!!
Hideous noise returns - sky shredding screaming warplanes. Anacortes.
7pm…"
Extremely loud and low south Lopez
Multiple low flying growlers
Woken from sleep in Anacortes. Horrid warplane noise. I need sleep
because I was awake to after 3 am doing surgery last night on call- need to
recover to have energy for clinic tomorrow. Was tired today in clinic after
little sleep last night.
"Every few minutes growlers flying West towards the Olympics over our
community.
After burning 1300 gal. of aviation fuel
Thank you Derek Kilmer Patty Murray and Maria Caldwel for continually
voting for more money for this demise of the human race"
Thunderous noise overhead, but not weather related. Disruptive to say the
least. Hoping this isn't yet another day of annoying fly overs.
Low and loud. No reason for it other than to harass the population below.

Will turn on tv now to drown out jet noise. Hope it stops soon tonight
!!!!!!!!

South Lopez Dec 13. 4:22pm. The jet noise continues to roll right into our
home. The jets must be everywhere. The skies are roaring.

"Making my ears hurt. find another less populated place to do this
2:03pm South Lopez Dec 13. Loud jet noise rumbling in the skies.

South Lopez Dec 13. 4:24pm. I have to keep reporting this noise. It is
excessive. The jet noise is everywhere.

South Lopez Dec 13. MORE loud jet noise roaring through the skies.

South Lopez Dec 13. 4:32pm. The jet roaring has been continuous.

South Lopez Dec 13. A lot of jet noise this afternoon and right now.
Rumbling and roaring in the skies. Cloudy so I cannot see them, but I sure
can hear them over all the other household noise.

4:58pm. South Lopez Dec 13. The house is vibrating again with jet roaring
from Whidbey.
Loud low Lopez south

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down (like based on noise)

Very low altitude very high frequency low, lasting several minutes

Low flying growler aircraft upsetting my work day

Doe Bay Orcas Island! Rattled windows

Multiple Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Deafening sound overhead

Trying to participate in important Zoom meeting at home 6:30 pm in
Anacortes. Repeatedly disrupted by EA-18G aircraft. Unconscionable
intrusion into civilian lives in “peacetime”

Second day in a row LOUD JETS BANKING OVERHEAD!

Today was terribly noisy all day

GET THE HELL OUT OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE!! YOU JERKS ARE DESTROYING OUR
HEARING!!

Is it circling around the area? It is not stopping.

Woke my son up from his nap
Just flew overhead several times while I was trying to put my kid down for a
nap. Please stop terrorizing my family. The Jets were relentless yesterday
too.
Low flying growler aircraft
LOUD GROWLERS OVERHEAD AND BANKING OVER OUR QUIET SKIES. A
second day of this horrible insane NOISE!!!!
Low flying growler aircraft
End the military occupation of Anacortes.

And here is another growler disturbing the evening. WHY?
Driving home and feeling strafed by navy warplanes, so loud in the car, so
close felt need to cover my ears repeatedly because of ow flying aircraftwhile driving north on 20 on Whidbey. Dangerous stuff over people.
The frequent and loud noise from jets today has been a disaster to our
entire family. We are all working on projects that require complete
attention and focus. The rumbling noise makes concentration difficult. No
peace.
And another one. What's going on this evening? This is the third disruption
in 15 minutes!!!

Very low and noisy for the past half hour or more.

Two passes overhead. I'm trying to get the kids ready for bed. The loud
planes are scary. please leave us alone.

Instead of hearing wind in the trees on arriving home to Anacortes- it’s
horrific wracking deep thunder emanating from Whidbey- 6pm without
peace. All war all the time here. Abuse of our landscape and it’s citizens.

All afternoon and now at 7:15 pm in evening Growlers fly over my house.
The jets must move their base to the desert - far away from homes and
persons. Today the jets noise was horrendous, extremely upsetting.

Again roaring jets all afternoon and into this evening

GET THE DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE!! You are
acting as if YOU are the most important people on the Planet...WAKE THE
HELL UP! DO YOU EVEN CARE THAT YOU ARE DAMAGING OUR HEARING BY

Sh******* country on the planet.
Low flying growler aircraft
Extremely loud. Criss-cross path overhead and low. OBNOXIOUS!

FLYING SO LOW OVER OUR HEADS??!

STOP ABUSING US NOW!

"Anacortes- evening, extremely loud overflights 7:40 pm. Drowned out
TV….
Very low and close by. Very disturbing
"Why on a Tuesday evening do we need to put up with this?
My dog is going crazy.
This is patently ridiculous."
Huge piercing rumbles and engine noise over my house. Startling and
horrifying. Never in my decade of living on Lopez have I been confronted
with such upsetting noise. This horrendous noise is unfair to all islanders.
Go far away Growlers.
The military's casual contempt for its victims ceased to be shocking a long
time ago, but the harm done does not attenuate over time. It never gets
easier. There is no getting used to it.

Loud, LOUD. Go away!
Multiple low flying growler with gear likely down
Once again, rumbling and vibration all afternoon.
"I was simply sitting in my home, which has a LOT of sound insulation, only
to hear the deafening sound of the Growler screaming through my morning.
extremely loud grownler flights, the growlers are much louder
observationally than even the larger transport planes they fly
Cannot have a conversation!! PLEASE STOP!!!!!
Direct flyovers One after the other for several hours. The loudest ever
They’re back. Yuck.
Planes flying all day. Ugh.

Prior to 2009 I never once experienced a traumatic military assault over my
room in Anacortes. Now it happens thousands of times a year.

I just had an elderly friend in Anacortes be scared to death by a jet that
sounded like it was in her living room. Meanwhile, jets are now flying
directly over our home -- again and again.

Loud flyover.

92dB over house E to W.

Yet another extremely loud flyby- enough to wake the dead. Anacortes
8:40 pm. Navy abuse.

Another one.

THIRD DAY IN A ROW RIDICULOUSLY LOUD JETS FLYING OVER THE SAN
JUAN NATIONAL MONUMENT. Why not fly somewhere else?

They have been flying off and on for the last several days. This time it was
so loud it rattled my bathroom mirror. I am on Camano. They did not do an
EIS over Camano. BAD N IGHBORS!

Hurt my ears; couldn’t carry on a conversation.

89 dB over house .W to E screen shot verification Decibel X Pro.

I was out walking my dog when an aircraft passed overhead. My dog was
frightened by the noise and hid. The noise was loud enough that it was
painful to my ears and I needed to cover them with my hands until the
aircraft had passed.

What appeared to be a single EA-18 aircraft flying south to north over
southeast Lopez Island at 700 feet at low speed that generated extremely
high energy percussion noise effects on my home (window and wall
vibration) . 5 events in 15 min

Low flying growler aircraft

"Multiple flights shattering the peace

"EXTREME NOISE..HARD TO,TALK,…
RUMBLES ALL,DAY With LOUD BURSTS. I HATE IT,
"Puta muffler on those noisy jets

S Lopez, 18Nov21, Thur: 10:05am - 10:45am - Steady takeoffs at AULT and
screaming overflights. Our home is rattling: 82.1 decibels inside. More
ROARING 4;30PM, 6:07PM AND A GRAND finale AT 6:27pm of 83.8 inside. .
. 94 decibels outside, painful. .

ENOUGH ALREADY!!!!!!!!!!!

Roaring jets. Horrible noise and sensation. Earlier this week, jets screaming
directly overhead. Head splitting noise.

Jets flying low and loud. Hopefully they will stop soon. They are mentally
and physically disturbing!!!!!!!!!!!!

"96.1 dB over house. flight E to W. verified by screenshot Decibel X Pro.

93.3dB E to W over house. Decibel X Pro.

Inexcusable disrespect for U.S. citizens by Naval Command! Protect and
Serve???"

Too loud
95 dB - 97 dB E to W, 2, maybe 3 planes. WTF…..War games overCamano
Island?
S Lopez, 1Nov 21, Mon: 8:56am - 9:14am Huge ROARS 68.6 - 78.4 inside.
10:15am - 1:19pm More HUGE ROARS - 65.4 - 78.2 decibels inside. 1:50pm 6:27pm More Huge ROARS! A nine hour day of noise . . again. HIDEOUS.
Larsen and Murray are responsible.
S Lopez, 2Nov21, Tue: Roaring NOISE from 9:16am - 11:30am. Toaster
rattling, Windows rattling69.7 - 79.1 decibels inside.
S Lopez, 3 Nov21, Wed: 8:44am - 8:28pm Another 12 hour day of noise!
Tried to escape to N Lopez - the roaring 12 - 15 miles north was actually
worse! What insanity! Complete, total disregard of the communities
beneath the jets. . .
S Lopez, 11Nov21, Wed: 9:05am - 6:25pm A nine hour day of noise.
Exhausting. No where to get away from it.
S Lopez, 17Nov21, Wed: Never ending ROARS 3:45pm - 7pm. This is
happening (again/still) on a day when no FCLP's are scheduled at Ault. This
happens so often. There is no peace and quiet in our homes - just the
constant threat of GIANT ROARS.

Cape St Mary area, Lopez Island, WA
Roaring jets. The noise is stressful and dreadful even when not
overwhelming.
Low flying growler aircraft
The loudness of it really scared my new kitten. He is shivering from fear.
Please fly elsewhere.
More NOISE!!!!! Why? So disruptive and irritating.
Very loud fly overs of several airplanes
Lasted for a longer period than normal. Seemed like the military planes
were staying over this area for an extended period. When in a meeting, it is
hard to just pause and wait for them to pass when they remain for a minute
or so.
This is so low and loud its sounds like the jet is going to crash.
Very low loud flyover. Unbearable.
It just never ends, does it. All day, almost non-stop. Jets screaming
overhead. Well, at least you fit in around here- around here, people just do
whatever they want because they can. I can't wait until we've saved enough
money to get the hell out.

The flyovers have been going on for almost 20 minutes. They are VERY
loud.
Number of flights and loudness level really has increased over the past
couple months. Especially on cloudy days, they seem to fly more often and
a lot lower (i.e. louder).
"Live across doe bay road
South Lopez Dec 13.. 12:50pm. ANOTHER rumbling vibration from
Whidbey. This is beginning to shape up to be a bad day.
1:30pm. South Lopez Dec 13. Now another rumbling roar of jet noise.
House vibrates.
1300 333 362
3 fly bys
Loud enough to vibrate and scare my cats under beds, where they usually
do not go
S Lopez, 22Nov21, Mon: 11:07 am - 2:53pm Constant Screaming jets. Trying
to work outside. Bose headphones barely diminish the ROAR. 78 - 88
decibels outside.

Make it stop please"
Doe Bay Orcas Island
Loud much of today
Low flying growler aircraft
This is sacred dinner time. The extremely sound ended a very lively
discussion over dinner. Would you please stop.
THIS IS OBNOXIOUS!!!
Multiple low flying growlers
Jets roaring directly overhead
As with yesterday, shaking chandeliers and vibrating house. I wonder if any
of these fliers have any idea what it is like to be on the receiving end of their
flights all day long
South Lopez Dec 13. 4:47pm. I report now each distraction. The jet noise
penetrates our home.
4:49pm South Lopez Dec 13. The jet noise continues. Might as well live at
Sea Tac airport.

S Lopez, 29Nov21, Mon: Growlers GROWLING from 8:32am - 2:57pm.
Wonder how Larsen and Murray would feel if this was happening over and
around their homes? How would they feel about being collateral damage?

South Lopez Dec 13. Jet is screaming over us. Not only is the jet noise
echoing in the skies, but the jets are coming over us.

S Lopez, 30Nov21, Mon: 12:50pm - 7:30pm, 6 hours of periodic 68 - 75
decibel noise.

4:56pm. South Lopez Dec 13. House is vibrating from blasting of Navy jets.
Pleased to read the Judge's Magistrate has found the Navy's EIS, shall we
say, inadequate. Common knowledge that the Navy lies to protect itself.
America: a country of lies.

Happened last week as well and prior weeks as well
PLEASE STOP THIS POLLUTION

LOUD circle around Olga!!! GO AWAY!!!!!!

thank you"

Flying directly over sji. Just like yesterday. They should take a different path.
Stop this!

Olga

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
Anoterh Jet flying over Olga to disturb our peace and quiet.
With Naval air Whidbey warjets swarming our communities with this
horrendous noise lately it sure sounds like we’re getting ready to go to war
I was talking on the phone and had to interrupt my conversation because
the aircraft noise was too loud for me to be heard.
Extremely low flying growler aircraft with gear down

For the past several weeks, the jets have been flying regularly - it is very
loud. At work I don't have access to the computer and when I get home
from work I forget to report. So I am reporting now before work. The noise
is upsetting/disturbing!
"Realy loud multiple overflights
Ear damaging noise from the growlers 17 miles from NAS
"Driving me to drink. very loud

Low flying growler aircraft

Loud flights all morning. If it continues it will interrupt homeschooling. It
really bothers the kids in forms of distraction.

How about you test patterns elsewhere for a change????

"This has got to stop

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down

"Every three or four minutes screaming growlers westward returning
eastward 1300 gallons each attack,totally exempt.

Really, loud enough to hurt my ears sitting in my own home? This is
unconscionable.

What bullsh**

Walking and listening to beautiful Christmas music in this season of Peace,
when through my ear plugs come two screaming Growlers. So much for
Christmas.

SO LOUD!!! How is it that the Navy requires hearing protection for its
personnel but you can repeatedly fly low over civilian areas???
Unconscionable. Move your jets to El Centro!!!

Same aircraft. Enough already.

"Again they fly the loudest plane they have over my home. wife is
depressed by all this noise

Loud low flying aircraft. Very disturbing
Noise from growlers throughout the entire day. Noise from jets immediately
overhead on and off throughout the day. HORRIBLE DREADFUL NOISE

Disrupted my work

Any jet is extremely loud at dinner time.

I work from home and the nearly continuous onslaught of loud military
planes is extremely disruptive!

"Geez what a deafening

Multiple low flying growler aircraft

sound they are making tonight"

"Walking preserved Weeks Wetland only to be blasted by 2 Growlers twice
within 10 minutes. Every time they thunder by my body goes into an
adrenalin rush. I can't stop that. a far cry from enjoying the healing qualities
of nature.

Blanketyblank jets raising h377 over state park.
Crsp. In bogachiel stae Park and all we get is noise from jets

"Give us a break. very deafening

"Jet flying over Olga. Loud and irritating!!

"Waterboarding would be prefered over the constant ear shattering noise
from the growlers

Another jet flying over Olga makng a lot of unwelcome noise.

Forks: Growlers circling overhead…disruptive to peaceful evening
Rialto Beach in ONP, deafening roar loud over the pounding surf at nearly
high tide. Let this park be Quiet!!
Low flying growler aircraft
Get your damn Growler Jets out of Lopez Island Airspace!!! Every time you
scream overhead I end up with ringing ears!! You are DESTROYING OUR
HEARING!! WE NEVER ONCE AGREED TO HAVE YOU TORTURE US AS PAWNS
IN YOUR WAR GAMES...LEAVE LOPEZ ALONE!!

LOUD JET OVER THE SAN JUAN NATIONAL MONUMENT! Go somewhere
else!!!
Direct flyover.
Another LOUD JET OVERHEAD
Multiple low flying growlers disrupting my work
this is just terrible!
Growlers passed over us at Lopez Road twice in 10 minutes. It disturbed our
household that was trying to enjoy lunch with our two year old grandson

Also couldn't hear our tv! Don't like vibrations going through my body!

Please stop terrorizing my family.

1500 feet? There is no "loudness" score for this.. hearing loss .

sleep is sacred! awakened every night! quit violating our rights!

Low flying growler aircraft

Third direct flyover in 30 minutes. Feels like we’re in a war zone.

S Lopez, 21 Dec 21, Tue: Another long day of constant ROARS - 8:45am to
3:12pm. A screaming overflight at 5:37pm. Still at it at 8:20pm. 12 hours of
periodic ROARING. Do the Navy pilots realize the pain and suffering they are
causing over our region?

Painful vibration from growlers. Deep bodily sensation. Very VERY
disturbing.

S. Lopez, 22 Dec 21, Wed: Steady Roar - 10am -11:30am. All I want for
Christmas is peace and Quiet !

All. Day. Long. It scares the kids, it scares the animals, it keeps us all on
edge. Is that what the navy is aiming for? A little domestic terrorism, you
know, just for fun? As a treat?

Low flying growler aircraft
What the hell is wrong with these people flying there jet at night.
came right on the heels of the first one, just to be extra meanspirited.
Low long rumble that caused the windows to shake. Sounded like the
aircraft was flying lower than usual.

God it's been all morning, one after another. It's awful.

Low elevation flyover - the windows were shaking.
Yet another low level flyover. Loudest I’ve ever heard here.
Takeoffs from Whidbey NAS
"Get your damn Growler Jets out of Lopezian airspace!! WE NEVER AGREED
TO BE PART OF YOUR DAMN WAR GAMES!! LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!!

"Dreadful roaring for most of the day. Unsettling and painful, creates huge
background stress. Shame on those who allow this.

South Lopez Dec 13. Loud jet noise. I can hear it clearly in the house though
the TV is on and the dishwasher.

Growler noise all day long! Very unsettling! Find a more suitable base in
California!

South Lopez Dec 13. Another loud jet blast.

"Lots of Growler noise today.
Hope we get a break over Christmas."
STOP USING LOPEZ ISLAND AS YOUR "TRAINING GROUND"!!! WE ARE
PEOPLE NOT PAWNS!! PEOPLE WHOSE LIVES AND HEALTH ARE BEING
DAMAGED BY YOUR NOISE POLLUTION!! STOP FLYING OVER LOPEZ NOW!!
Couldn’t listen to music inside house at center of Lopez Island
Excruciatingly loud flyover and constant all day today.
Much too loud for our dog and us
Flyover. Woke the dog up.
All day long.
Both obnoxious and disturbing. I'm trying to work!
Multiple passes, very disturbing even with windows closed and sound of
rain.
Cross Road. Started maybe an hour ago.
So close to my house that the low tone had the same effect on me as the
mind implant in Vonnegut's "Harrison Bergeron". Splitting headache and
inability to concentrate because they've been growling for most of the
afternoon.
they have been going ALL DAY, rattling my windows at times, impossible to
work

South Lopez Dec 13. Rumble and vibration from Ault activity.
1:47pm South Lopez Dec 13. ANOTHER rumbling deep roar and vibrating
wall of jet noise.
South Lopez Dec 13. Awful afternoon of jet noise. The jet(s) I am hearing
now are not commercial. This is the Navy abusing us.
South Lopez Dec 13. 3:51pm. The rumbling vibrations from what I assume
are Growlers taking off are vibrating right through my home. I hear the
noise and I feel the percussive noise.
South Lopez Dec 13. An incredible amount of jet noise. As if the jets are
simply circling overhead. The noise is everywhere.
South Lopez. Dec 13. More jet noise. I read the news regarding lawsuit
over Navy EIS. “The Navy appears to have used certain statistics ‘much like a
drunk uses a lamppost: for support, not illumination." That sounds right.
Ashamed of the Navy.
South Lopez. MORE JET NOISE. ALL DAY LONG. MY NERVES ARE FRAYED.
Unbelievably loud. working inside and it was ear splitting for about 2 hours
non stop
9:56am. South Lopez. Dec 14. Growler screaming overhead. The roar is
tremendous; it fills our home. Working on a report for work and I am
startled and distracted. Another example of Navy abuse.
The noise disturbed my activity.
Low frequency vibrations shaking the house all morning
Dec 14, 12:07pm. South Lopez. ANOTHER loud jet screaming and roaring
over South Lopez.

Trying to complete a very expensive on-line trading and can’t even hear
because of the jets. I can’t work at work. This training is 10k dollars and I
can’t hear.

I could feel this sound in my chest

Dec 14. Loud jet screaming over us. NOT a commercial jet. Too loud with a
long long roar. S. Lopez.

Loud Low flying growler aircraft

Dec 14. S. Lopez 4:12pm. LOTS of jet noise rolling around in the skies,
coming right into our home.

S Lopez, Dec 14 7:33pm. Sudden LOUD SCRAPING ROAR of a jet over us.
Sounds like it is scraping the sky. A rough, raw noise. Just settling down
and WHAN, the jet noise. Navy has no business flying over a populated area
with this noise.

Low flying growler aircraft
The aircraft that just passed was loud enough to be quite painful to the ears
and probably generate hearing damage.
"First: there is no way that I can see to turn on the exact location map.
Secondly, we are at Cross Road, Lopez Island 98261"
GET YOUR DAMN GROWLER JETS OUT OF LOPEZIAN AIRSPACE NOW! YOU
JERKS ARE DESTROYING MY HEARING!! EVERY TIME YOU ROAR OVERHEAD I
AM LEFT WITH RINGING IN MY EARS AND MORE OFTEN THAN NOT A
MIGRAINE!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE YOUR GUINEA PIGS! LEAVE US
ALONE!

It is dinner time and the sound is overwhelming.

Another loud low flying growler aircraft

So loud I had to stop talking on the phone. I could feel the rumble in my
stomach.
Not again.
My dog hates it.
Jet flew directly over my house. Again out of flight pattern. So incredibly
loud, the sound went through your entire body. Recorded on phone. So
stressful. Lasted almost 2 min.

Low flying growler aircraft impacting my life!

Roaring growlers. Destroys all sense of normalcy. Creates huge background
feeling of unease, stress. Dreadful roaring.

All day. Right through dinner time. Including multiple direct flights over the
heart of Lopez School

Very LOUD JETS OVER LOPEZ! This is not the quiet place we moved to to get
away from Prowler jets!

The usual grinding, shuddering shaking deep disturbing thunder emanating
from Whidbey to the south. Ongoing since I arrived home, so far 2 hours.
Horrid navy abuse of us. Anacortes 6:30 pm

It's been pretty bad the last several days. The noise hurts. The planes fly
directly overhead over and over again. I live here with my family. I worry
about the health of my young children.

Thought it was landing in our living room.Horrible!!

Loudest I have ever heard. Single plane seem to stall or fly very slowly over
Swifts Bay. I don't know what training exercise this is and why it can't be
done over the Straits of Juan de Fuca instead of over populated areas.

6:48pm. Dec 14. LOUD LOUD jet overhead. South Lopez. The roar
continues to go on as I type this. Still roaring. Still roaring. Now it is
louder.. Still roaring.

Two jets flying very loudly and low over MacKaye Harbor. It happened at
least three times on the 13th. Again very loud and disrupted dinner at 7:40
PM. Very low.

Flyover

Two jets flying North to South over MacKaye Harbor.

Roaring, distant and near. Ongoing and incessant. Just awful.

S Lopez, 15 Dec.21, Wed: The day begins with Bose headphones on.
8:57am, 9:26am, 9:35am - Growler takeoffs in the 70 decibel range.

On a Zoom Board meeting, and had to stop and let the Growler go by before
I could unmute my computer to participate. This is right over the Village.

S Lopez, 17 Dec 21, Fri: Day begins with an 85 decibel Blast at 8:56am and
continues until 12:25pm with a final House shaking 80 decibel ROAR at
2:30pm

1pm, Dec 4. 2 Growlers over Mt Vernon, flying east to west. Incredible jet
noise.

Very loud over our house, disruptive!

Constant military war jet traffic out of Whidbey Island over Discovery Bay..
Kilmer .Murray and Cantwell. 100% supporting and spending as much
money as possible for military expansion in Puget Sound.

Distracted from telephone conversation.
More LOUD JETS OVERHEAD!
Low flying growler aircraft with gear down
What are you doing to ocean wildlife??
Fly over the desert!!!!!!
Forks. Second time today of deafening noise as jets circled over Forks town,
over the A road and up the river. Possibly heading to ONP coastline. Why
over Forks? Never wanted them here nor their war games.
Just returned to town from “quiet” Seattle to a conversation interrupting
roar from jets over Forks. Can’t even stand outside the Post Office talking
with a friend without the jets’ rumble and growl - impossible to hear my
friend six feet away! Grr!
The noise was loud enough to feel the vibration inside my body, and to
scare the living daylights out of my cat.
Very constant this afternoon, few breaks at all
Low flying growler aircraft

Jets roaring around over the islands. Very noisy and unsettling.

These planes kept me from falling back asleep for an hour or

Really loud multiple flights. Please give us some peace.
Please stop flying neat my house. It is deafening
Loud and deafening in a residential neighborhood
Way too loud for a residential area.
Already considerable roaring this morning. The roaring is so horrible and
creates such a feeling of dread and unease, so stressful and inescapable.
Decatur Island
Bombing ruin? Right over Davis Bay and the Sea Lion Rookery. Can't hide
from this. Makes me crazy
Loud and rumble enough that it cut of conversation and rattled a couple of
windows. Second pass a few minutes later.
Not as loud as earlier - don’t know if that was due to elevation or a different
aircraft.

Having lunch with a large group at Skagit acres. At noon deafening noise by
jets stopped the conversation- could not hear the person next to you.
Happened 2 more times with in the 1 or 2 hours we were there. Very
disruptive to the holiday event.

A world Beyond war……

"Directly over house, E to W, 200’ above house!!!!120 dB on Decibel X Pro

Ongoing aircraft traffic this morning

So much for the (worthless) judicial “review.”"

the military has no regard for the wellbeing of anyone or anything but their
budget allocation.

Two flight very loud over our house. Scared the kids

Unfortunately I can only imagine
Stay safe and healthy

Another loud flight right above disturbing the peace.

extremely loud growler flights overhead loud enough to disrupt video
conference audio

Sunday night, Dec. 18. Coupeville. 6:45 pm. Two jets, one after another. I
guess I'm not surprised I'm hearing Growlers on a Sunday. I feel like no day
is off limits anymore. WE ARE SICK OF THE NOISE.

nobody joins the military apart from trash who will do anything for money
no matter who gets hurt in the process

Another very noisy and deafening fly over.
More noise on a Sunday night.
The noise is so loud my walls are shaking and items are falling off my
shelves. Daily this noise is uneceptable. Please be more considerate of the
locals.
"Endless war jet noise throughout our soundscape never ending.
Are senators and representatives of this state forever okaying spending in
this arena"
Trying to have a zoom meeting and plan 2022 year for business. Had to stop
during jet noise

"Two growlers went over in about 10 minutes times they were low and
extremely noisy above 90 dbs. We have had many planes flying over the
north end of Camano Island for the last 2 years. I have been reporting them
to the Navy but not to you.
F*****. Loud
Growlers have been flying over all morning and continuing
Absolutely dreadful almost incessant roaring, the noise overwhelming all
other sound. This is terrible noise, stress inducing, anxiety provoking, the
opposite of beauty, peace and that which gives life affirming meaning.
Allowing this is wrong.
South Lopez

Really?? Night flying the week of Christmas??

Low flying growler aircraft with gear down extremely loud

Nerve wracking roaring, Drowns out all other sounds. Distressing and very
stressful. HORRIBLE NOISE.

LOUD LOUD LOUD!

"Westward bound Whidbey Island navy war jets spewing poison over our
heads.

"Even disturbing to our dog!!!!
FIND A DESERT!!!!!!!"

A beautiful, quiet winter solstice - and all day long the rumble of war jets.
Stupid jet
A day of nonstop roaring. Terrible noise and terrible sensations caused by
roaring. Extremely stressful and truly horrible.
Single EA-18 at 700 feet heading due north. Visibly viewed it dumping fuel
from both wings at a slow speed in a fuel burn profile
Loud low flying growler aircraft
Loud low flying growler aircraft
Engine run up rattling the house South Lopez
Was really hoping for a break from Growler noise for Christmas. Haven’t
seen my kids/grandkids for a long time (we’re boosted and tested and
masked). They were stunned at the disruptive noise levels of the growlers. I
apologized to them.
Couldn’t carry on a conversation at the dinner table!
Very LOW LOUX JET just flew over my home!
Low flying growler aircraft
They didn't sound like growlers. High pitched jets. Maybe two.

want to cry as it triggers my PTSD and anxiety. I can’t comfortably be in my
own home with ear plugs
Very loud flyover. Couldn’t see aircraft but it was too low and very
disruptive
Are we never to be afforded peace in our homes any more? The navy has
become a terrorizing force.
The same plane, over and over and over and over and over...
Two days before Christmas and we are pounded by jet noise, the Navy has
no respect for the community, zero respect.
Too loud, too low, too close. Cape Saint Mary area, Southeast Lopez Island,
Washington. Had to plug ears for fear of further hearing loss.
Freaked out our pet bunny
All day today , flying high and extremely loud over Coupeville, you suck
Navy!!!!!
Why do they need to fly other hours from 7am to 8pm
Two days before Christmas, no peace on this part of Earth. Flying over
Coupeville again

Much too loud all day

More jets ever damn day!!!!! We are being driven to insanity here in
Coupeville

Low and loud south Lopez

Terrorizing us in Coupeville , just another regular day.

i guess they want to earn their christmas bonuses by making the runup as
miserable as possible.

Eight jets so far this morning since 10am. Two days before Christmas and
this is what the Navy does to its citizens???

Low flying growler aircraft

What an unbelievable, quiet, wonderful place we live when there are no
Warcraft screaming through the air- Christmas Eve, eve, in Anacortes.
Sadly a rare pleasure here. Quiet peaceful evening. 8:10 pm

The last week has been unbearable in our home. All afternoon, evening and
very early morning the low rumble continues. 40 secs on 10 off. Makes me

who else would running huge choppers around on christmas eve

"go for a walk on christmas, I said.
unlikely to be disturbed by pointless military torture program on one of the
biggest holidays of the year, I said.
hahaha"
Still need to burn some fuel?
Time to move the growlers to California desert
It's been five days since a growler jet flew over Coupeville in this snowy,
quiet week after Christmas. One just flew over and broke the silence. It
reminded me how truly awful and disruptive these jets are to daily life.
S Lopez, 1 Dec 21, Wed: 8:05 - 8:58am, giant ROARING AND BLASTING from
Ault field. The day continues with huge noise at 1:42pm followed by an EAR
SPLITTING, SCREAMING overflights - 3:30 - 3:40pm and a final BLAST of 85
decibels at 5:20 - 5:30PM.
"S LOPEZ, 6 Dec 21, Mon: No FCLP'S scheduled - but - a ghastly day of almost
continuous BLASTING AND ROARING and overflights for 6 hours (9am 3:17pm) - 68 - 80 decibels.. Finally down to a rumble at 7:25pm
S Lopez, 7 Dec 21, Tue: Periodic disruptive, conversation stopping NOISE
from 9:20am - 6:40pm. We are collateral damage! Larsen and Murray have
placed a WAR TRAINING ZONE over what was one of the most peaceful
places on earth.
S Lopez, 13 Dec 21, Mon: Noise begins at 9:15am. Steady roars and
overflights, with a few breaks, until 6:30 pm. . . then rumbling. We often
have more noise on non- FCLP days - like today - or is the Navy just lying
about what they are doing?

